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Angel Eye Camera Programs
Nicu camera system
Angel Eye Digital camera Programs, LLC, was founded in 2013 with all the assistance from
the College of Arkansas for Health-related Sciences (UAMS) BioVentures. Angel Eye patterns,
develops and delivers Internet-based camera methods permitting mother and father and
people to view and interact with their infant inside the neonatal intense care unit (NICU)
through reside movie streaming and immediate, one-way audio. The Angel Eye technique
uses a digital camera positioned in the baby�s bedside so that parents and also other family
members members who can not be with the NICU can see the child 24 hrs per day by logging
right into a safe account from their laptop, pill or smart phone. This system assists market
bonding between mother and father and their untimely infants, who occasionally really need to
stay in the healthcare facility for months or months.

angel eye camera
In 2006, UAMS developed the very first prototype for Angel Eye with webcams mounted on IV
poles next to toddler beds. A second generation from the technologies employing a bed-
mounted camera unit was developed in 2009. Three many years afterwards, Lehigh Valley
Clinic in Allentown, Penn., became the first wellness treatment facility exterior UAMS to deploy
the technology. UAMS recognized BioVentures and its Technology Licensing Workplace to aid
the commercialization of UAMS engineering and assist while in the startup of recent
organization enterprises determined by UAMS technologies that interprets its investigation
endeavors such as Angel Eye� technological innovation into merchandise that benefit human
wellness. In 2012, the Arkansas Advancement Finance Authority, by means of its Arkansas
Seed & Angel Capital Network program, provided $500,000 to TriStar Technologies Ventures
in Nashville, Tenn., to invest in Angel Eye Digital camera Systems. The Angel Eye Camera
Techniques LLC was organized in January 2013 to exclusively license this proprietary
technological innovation from UAMS.
Since 2013, Angel Eye has grown to include 40 partner hospitals across the country, with
several pending installations. Angel Eye is headquartered in Little Rock, Arkansas, with offices
in Nashville, Tennessee, and is exclusively distributed by International Biomedical.
EASE Applications has webcam systems for hospitals that is a state of the art NICU Camera
System. With our Angel Eye system hospitals can offer a premium service to parents with
premature babies in the NICU that gives them the safe and secure view of their preemie baby.
If you are a hospital looking for a state of the art camera system for your NICU then see why
Ease provides a better Nic Viewing solution.
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